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Cosmic Messengers is a roadmap home to understanding soul, your place in the universe and the role of cosmic

energy in accelerating your life purpose. As you awaken to a higher consciousness, you can remember why you're

here, what you're good at and how you can fulfil your purpose, all with an energetic momentum. By becoming

'cosmically aware' you'll develop a deeper appreciation of your reason for being, and how you can impact the globe

with your unique talents and skills. 

There are thirteen 'universal secrets' which, when applied, will accelerate your life purpose. You'll learn about energy,

dimensions, planetary bodies, the human soul and personality, our spiritual reality, cosmic awareness, our spirit and

angelic guides, momentum, resistance, the power of secrecy and using our imagination and intuition to walk our

unique path.

Plus, there are two valuable reference guides detailing 'The Common Physical Symptoms of Energy Shifts and

Accelerating Your Life Purpose' and 'The Cosmic Reasons for Physical, Emotional, Mental and Spiritual Life Issues'.

You'll be actively engaged throughout Cosmic Messengers via self-enquiry practices and guided meditations, which

reinforce your understanding of who you are and your role in the cosmos. You'll receive answers from within, learn

how to draw out your ancient wisdom and be guided to put your innate knowledge, skills and talents to work in

living on purpose and becoming your own life guide.
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